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General Summary

Introduction

Quantitative studies normally seek to assess the effects of disasters on the economy, especially over the 
long term. But there are serious problems with it. Data are poor, techniques are inappropriate for sudden 
shocks like disasters and not least theoretical interpretation are mostly axiomatic. Strong weaknesses in 
each of the above stage demand stronger assumptions, so conclusions are necessarily assumption ridden 
in a compound way, i.e. assumptions on data compound assumptions on technique, which compound
assumption of interpretation, which produce assumption-compound results. It is therefore not surprising 
that the results from such studies are all over the place. From such studies there is little basis for 
furthering our understanding, let alone designing useful policy. So we propose a more flexible political 
economy approach, based on societal networks, aimed at addressing a few questions. How important 
are likely to be long-term and cumulative disaster effects on a networked macro-economy? What are 
the likely networked reactions of economic participants in the face of disasters? Why should there be a 
policy balance between the local and the national in the aftermath of disasters? Why should there be a 
policy balance between endogenous reactions and exogenous responses in the aftermath of disasters? 
How could an appropriate framework help improve response policy in the context of societal networks? 
How can public policy tap into endogenous network shifts to speed up and make recovery both more 
systemically efficient and developmentally efficacious?  

Analytical Framework

We propose an analytical framework based upon three concepts: (i) Societal functionality is the capacity 
of a social system to operate in a viable way, i.e. a system that can endogenously survive (self repair), 
reproduce (stably expand) and develop (evolve and improve). Direct disaster losses may only make 
macroeconomic sense if they are assessed in terms of their effects on the workings of the economy as a 
whole. We show that except in the unlikely case of catastrophes (i.e. when a system stops operating as 
such), disasters as a rule do not impair societal functionality, which is why effective resilience is always 
likely to be available, making improbable the existence of significant longer-term negative economic 
effects. We emphasize that if indirect (flow) effects can be neutralised, then long-term and cumulative 
disaster effects are highly unlikely to be relevant. (ii) Economic localization is the type of economy that 
is within the affected area, rather than its geographic extent. Then we define a disaster as localized if it 
affects a confined area of economic activity, whether the disaster is geographically widespread or not. 
We show that most disasters are localized. The more economically confined a disaster the higher the 
substitution potential from unaffected actors for the purpose of recovery. (iii) Societal network is 
a structure made of actors, which are linked by given types of interdependence (basic, beliefs, economic, 
common interest, antagonistic, etc.). The levels of network integration of society depend on political, 
economic and cultural variables, which can be analytically characterized as horizontal and vertical
relationships. The economic networking is part of this, which is the institutional structure and dynamics
within which the government and each firm and household belong and act. The economic network can 
be analytically classified in terms as supra, intra and inter networks.

We show that networked societies with better access to social and economic networks are in better 
endogenous and exogenous conditions to insulate the national economy, damping down potential 
indirect effects, and hence long-term negative effects from disasters. That is, they would be in better 
conditions to gain back and secure stable functionality after disasters. Our aim is to use networks in a 
contextual political economy way to assess, via the input-output network and the network of business 
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behaviour under stress, how endogenous (inbuilt) and exogenous reactions and behaviours can be 
visualized and policy tapped to enhance functionality and therefore recovery from disaster.

General Networked Reactions and Public Policy

Exogenous responses should be in tune with the inbuilt reactions of people and markets, with a view of 
securing systemic sustainability. Learning about people’s behaviours should be a basic trait of public 
policy, as failing to tap and orientate endogenous reactions in the disaster area may lead to dependency, 
delaying systemic recovery. In addition, there must be a functional balance between public actions on 
the national economy and public actions on the local one so as to prevent that directly affected localities 
be unnecessarily bypassed (or network shifted) by national considerations, rendering them less effective 
to re-establish their positions after recovery is well under way. So there are two complementary 
response tensions that public policy should be fully aware of: one is the exogenous and endogenous 
tension and the other the national and local one. A functional balance has to be struck within and 
between these two potential failures. In such context we analytically present the cases of cash transfers 
and in-kind aid, remittances and their infrastructure, shelter provision and migration, insurance and 
loans, and general systemic public policy and useful societal mechanisms for delivery. The aim was to 
show the importance of learning about people’s reactions in disaster situations for public policy and in 
passing to show that networks are ubiquitous at all levels of societal action.

The Networked Macroeconomy

We focus on the macroeconomy as a whole, via both an aggregate and a disaggregate outlook, to show 
the likely networking substitutions induced by direct disaster effects within it. Short and longer 
functioning macroeconomic effects from disaster impacts can only happen via indirect (flow) effects, 
while cumulative effects result from a mix of direct and mostly indirect effects. Indirect effects can only 
cause a long-term effect if they are simultaneously (a) univocal, i.e. they have a unique cause and effect 
pattern and (b) un-substitutable, i.e. they cannot be substituted by endogenous processes or public 
policy-induced counteractions. If this was so, any large disaster would lead to a catastrophe, which
represents a situation in which insulating and compensating counter-flow become unavailable, so 
disaster effects escalate without effective opposition, rendering the system unviable. Both requirements 
are highly unlikely in modern societies, which is why indirect flow effects are normally short-lived and 
compensated at national macro level. 

As an aggregate whole. There are some well-supported assumptions about both direct disaster effects 
and the economy, e.g. most disasters are localized and most losses are to less productive K stock, 
endogenous responses and network shifts are paramount, disasters unlock and create investment 
opportunities, etc. On such bases, it can be shown, via a simple macro model, that the required 
investment to compensate fully for the potential fall in the growth of GDP from capital stock losses is 
actually quite modest, however large such losses. With realistic values for its parameters, it can be 
shown that one unit of disaster capital replacement (via new investment) may have 20 times more 
positive effect on GDP than the negative effect of one unit loss to a disaster. So in this scenario, an 
investment of one-twentieth of the capital loss would be enough to keep the GDP growth rate as if there 
were no disaster, other things being equal. Most countries do fulfil such a requirement within a year. 

As a disaggregated networked whole. The result above hides the way in which interacting units react to 
the capital lost to the disaster, such as governments, foreigners, regions, sectors, firms and households. 
This is what we then asses via an input-output framework, made of supra-, intra- and inter-networks. 
(i) Supra-networks operate via official authority and in a good deal via the financial system, which will 
largely respond to private expectations and government policy preferences. Public policy in interaction 
with private expectations, associated with direct activities and incentives, can and do characterize 
possible response consequences. If public and foreign responses act unnecessarily at odds with 
endogenous response mechanisms, local recovery will likely be systemically negative and wasteful. So 
the interaction between the government and affected people, between the national interest and the local 
one, and between endogenous reactions and exogenous responses will greatly shape the systemic quality 
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and the speed of recovery. So these networks operate from above and go beyond intra- and inter-
networks, influencing the behavior, multipliers and stability of the economy, whether purposely or not.
(ii) Intra networks operate within and between economic sectors or industries, which are typically input 
relationships, via market exchange. The actual linkages are however between constituent firms, 
normally via intermediaries. As is well known, a sector normally cuts across regions, so many firms 
can be badly affected by a disaster, but the industry or sector can remain unscathed via substitutions, 
shifts, new entrants and the like, especially within the networked substitution potential of affected 
countries, making the indirect disaster effect less important or irrelevant at macro national level. This
associated with exogenous public and foreign responses may even outweigh the spread of indirect 
disaster effects on the economy over time. (iii) Inter-networks operate between households and 
producers through the circular flow of income via market exchange. Most firms produce for both input 
demand and final demand. The latter are income relationships, which are normally expressed in terms
of aggregate demand. The main issue after disasters would then be how to secure compensatory levels 
of demand and supply. These can come from inventories and idle capacity, savings and remittances, 
formal and informal loans, government transfers and works, and general foreign and domestic aid. If a 
disaster shock is considered as transitory, indirect effects effect would only be potential, as affected 
agents will initially attempt to counteract the shock via households' dis-savings and firms' inventories, 
if these are available. In addition, exogenous responses via transfers, credits and new response demand 
are bound to reinforce the counteraction. This would happen in an environment of endogenous network 
shifting or bypassing of the affected links.

So even if the directly affected agents cannot recover fast or at all, the national macro-economy would 
insulate them and compensate for the potential flow loss, meaning that negative multipliers are stopped 
in their tracks, while positive ones may be further stimulated. Hence via endogenous and exogenous 
responses macro functionality would normally be effective to recover the levels of output in the short 
to medium term, which is what actually seems to happen.

Two examples. By means of input-output and national account statistics may be possible to anticipate 
the basic conditions for recovery, especially resorting to two network concepts: the substitution 
potential and the backward/forward linkages. By substitution potential, we mean how many times the 
potential affected flow of output can be substituted by the rest of the economy after a given period, 
which would measure the level of potential network shifting available. By backward and forward 
linkages, we mean the pull and push that the affected sectors and regions have on the rest of the 
economy. If substitution is high, linkages will be less relevant, but if substitution is low, linkages will 
be all important to assess effects. We illustrate with the cases of the 2004 Indonesia tsunami and the 
2010 Chile earthquake. In both cases, the ratios of substitution potential were generally large, and that 
of backward and forward linkages relatively low for the actually affected sectors. Indonesia and Chile 
more than substituted their potential flow effects over the first few months, ending up with a higher 
than expected GDP growth rates a year later. The analysis showed significant network shifts from the 
affected areas to the rest of the country. 

Businesses and Networks

Productive units are the foundation of community networks and livelihoods. They provide employment, 
skills, goods, services, technology and know-how, and also related societal institutions. Business 
vulnerability and resilience depend on size, economic sector, goods supply type, diversification, intra 
business network, hazard insurance, own savings, ownership, disaster experience, political influence 
and flexible management. But all this also depends on the characteristics of the surrounding community, 
networks and population behavioural patterns. After disasters have directly affected capital stocks and 
incomes, there will be affected market participants that are (a) indirectly damaged, which cannot satisfy 
their needs, given that they lost their regular supply, demand and/or credit flow channels, and (b) 
directly damaged, which cannot participate in the market, given that they lost their means of 
participation. Frustrated participants will necessarily take themselves the required initiative to look for 
alternative markets and early solutions to come out from their predicament, but this can be facilitated 
and orientated by public policy. It can be shown that if unaffected, but frustrated participants, can be 
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stimulated and orientated by public policy to shift networks, the investment required to compensate for 
potential losses of GDP will be even smaller than otherwise it would be (lower than the one-twentieth
mentioned above), so that the recovery becomes more efficient and developmentally efficacious. So if 
after a disaster impact each household and firm are well informed about existing networks of possible 
markets, and their switching to alternative market in the network is not particularly onerous, then it
would be less likely that indirect disaster effects significantly spread over the economy. Although by 
design or default public policy normally gives some support to the above requirements, this is 
nonetheless a fertile ground for ex-ante and ex-post well-designed policy. We then propose that the 
standard surveys that are carried out after disasters should be complemented with enquiries about 
networks and networked behaviour of affected businesses and households, which we generally set up 
in our book Appendix. The information coming from these surveys should greatly support public 
response policy with a focus on networks and network shifting. 

General Conclusions

Given a level of disaster localization, for countries that enjoy a well-developed networking, focused 
policy incentives might be enough for recovery. Contrariwise, when countries have very 
underdeveloped network linkages, the role of public policy should be to help put together otherwise 
isolated activities and households by creating linkages, e.g. via marketing infrastructures, pecuniary 
incentives, information and the like. In the case of intermediate network development, i.e. too weak to 
prevent endogenously the spreading of shocks, the affected localities may tend to fragment, so public 
and foreign policy should primarily aim at reinforcing and develop such initial linkages, physically 
and/or institutionally. Finally, the main reason why disasters don’t have longer, let alone cumulative, 
effects of note on the economy is because society is a living networked system with permanent 
functionality and feedbacks associated with inbuilt reactions as well as exogenous responses. After 
disasters, network shifting and reactions by businesses and people can in addition be systemically 
stimulated and orientated by public and foreign policy so that the recovery becomes faster, less costly 
and developmentally useful.
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Chapter Summary

Introduction (pp. 1-4)

In a previous work we concluded that, as a rule, natural disasters are a problem of development, but not 
a problem for development. In the present work, we further support such a conclusion by emphasizing 
that society is a living organism and not an inert object. We develop a framework that is set up in terms 
societal networking and the economic localization of disasters, showing that societal functionality, 
defined as the capacity of a system to survive, reproduce and develop, is unlikely to be impaired by 
natural disasters. This means that institutional resilience and economic resources are, as a rule, always 
available for recovery. 

Society is a living organism made of interrelated parts that generates societally endogenous (inbuilt) 
reactions to take care of local failures. These inbuilt behaviours operate via local and national networks 
and often with significant connections to international ones, producing systemic compensatory 
adaptations and substitutions, circumventions and shifts, migrations and diversification, altering 
somehow the dynamics and structure of the disaster affected location and country, at least in the short 
to medium terms

Longer-term disaster effects on the economy are unlikely to happen if indirect (flow) effects can be 
insulated and counteracted at national macro level, which normally are. In addition, exogenous public 
and international responses will also be part of the said reactions, making the possibility of systemically 
harmful macroeconomic effects highly unlikely in the medium term, let alone the long term, and not 
least making the claim of significant cumulative economic effects little persuasive.

Hence, the main reason why natural disasters don't appear to have longer effects of note on the national 
economy is because society is a living networked system with permanent functionality and feedbacks, 
which are associated with inbuilt reactions from horizontal relationships (especially, community and 
markets) as well as exogenous and endogenized routine responses from vertical linkages (especially 
public and foreign).

There is then a few questions that this monograph should help answer. How important are likely to be 
long-term and cumulative disaster effects on a networked macro-economy? What are the likely 
networked reactions of economic participants in the face of disasters? Why should there be a policy 
balance between the local and the national in the aftermath of disasters? Why should there be a policy 
balance between endogenous reactions and exogenous responses in the aftermath of disasters? How 
could an appropriate framework help improve response policy in the context of societal networks? How 
can public policy tap on endogenous network shifts to speed up and make recovery both more 
systemically efficient and developmentally efficacious?  

This work unfolds from a critical survey of quantitative studies to the systemic role of business and 
community networked reactions vis-à-vis public response policy, passing through analytical 
frameworks as well as aggregate and disaggregate theoretical and empirical assessments of potential 
disaster effects on the economy in real situations.
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Chapter I: The Problem with Quantitative Studies (pp. 4-29 plus notes)

Any quantitative study has three necessary components to arrive at conclusions: data, technique and 
interpretation. The reliability, realism and policy usefulness of conclusions would then depend on the
quality of the data, the ability of the technique and the realism of interpretation. 

In the case of disaster studies, which normally attempt to analyse economic effects of disasters, the 
quality of data is poor, mostly based on EM-DAT and some re-insurance companies. Primary 
source data comes from countries' own collection, which are then collated by the institutions above. 
Definitions, focus, accuracy and consistency vary within and across sources and are problematic in 
themselves. So implicit and explicit smoothing assumptions for tractability are strong as a matter 
of fact. Techniques are as usual subjected to many well-known insufficiencies, but disasters bring
additional ones. So more assumptions are used to make them workable. And the interpretation is 
founded on theoretical constructs or models, as reality cannot be represented directly, but only 
interpreted. A model is a logical representation of a subjective interpretation of what we call reality, 
which at best it comes a little way to arguably explain of, and help policy design for, what is “out 
there”. At worse, it is little else than vested fantasy clad in a logical outfit. This then brings even
more assumptions, including axioms (dogmas), from both the interpretation and the forced 
“tractability” required for mathematical representation or modelling. For disaster analysis, two main 
quantitative approaches have normally been used:

Black-box Techniques (before-after, econometrics and counterfactuals)
Simulation Techniques (IO, SAM and CGE)1

Conclusions from such approaches are necessarily assumption ridden in a compound way, i.e. the 
assumptions of each stage compounds the assumptions of the other stages. That is:

assumptions on data compound
assumptions on technique, which compound
assumption of interpretation, which produce
assumption-compound results

To Clarify: In the case of black-box techniques, it would be easy to understand that if any of these stages 
is weak (i.e. requiring stronger smoothing, tractable and interpretative assumption), then the conclusions 
would necessarily be weak. This is true for any quantitative study, but the problem with those from
disasters is that the three stages are significantly weaker. The basic data is pretty unreliable, 
econometrics (which is the main approach) is badly appropriate to deal with sudden shocks and the 
interpretation is normally based on axiomatic principles. The latter has often little to do with reality in 
any case, but even less so in the case of disasters. So it is not surprising that the results from such studies 
are all over the place. That is, black-box studies conclude that the long-term effects of (the same bundle 
of) disasters are negative or positive or neutral or simply inconclusive. From such studies there is little
basis for furthering our understanding, let alone designing useful policy.

In turn, simulation studies, which are by definition not designed to deal with empirical long-term effects,
but only theoretical ones, give the game away by imagining a theoretical reality from the beginning so 
that an initial (disaster) impact on some of their variables can be transmitted, via interaction with other 
variables and sectors (and/or regions), producing given numerical results for the whole system. These 
studies are normally founded upon unrealistic extremes, either fully fixed behavioural coefficients 
(standard Input-Output and Social Accounting Matrix) or fully flexible ones (standard Computable 
General Equilibrium). So while IO and SAM assume fixed short-term behavioural parameters, CGE 
assumes an unchanged long-term behaviour. That is, whatever happens with the economic environment, 

1 IO: Input-Output, SAM: Social Accounting Matrix, CGE: Computable General Equilibrium. 
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the former implies that participants don’t adapt, keeping their plans regardless; while the latter implies 
that participants fully and speedily adapt to any new situation, keeping the same functional and 
interactive behaviour, as if innovation as well as constraints on information, knowledge, resources, 
coordination, and let alone societal environmental changes, were unimportant sideshows. A CGE can 
theoretically be meant only for the very long term, which would make this exercise empirically poor,
as it would fail to capture both the sudden nature of most disasters and the very fact that behaviour does 
change in the long term. Apart from the plethora of strong assumptions coming from interpretation and 
mathematical tractability rather than realism, both then fail to deal with the effect of sudden shocks on 
parameters, making the exercise at best interesting, but their results highly misleading. Still, the 
sectoral/industrial/regional interaction and transmissions that these models attempt to pinpoint are
important traits to consider in disaster analysis in a societal system. This is what we preserve in the 
context of societal networks. 
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Chapter II: A Political Economy Framework: Functionality, Localization and Networks
(pp. 30-55 plus notes)

In later chapters we focus on affected people’s and business’s endogenous response in connection to
both some systemic traits and some ex-ante and ex-post public and foreign policies. We first focus on 
the national macroeconomy and society as a whole. Disaster effects should be referred and analysed in 
the context of macro functionality and development. So societal functionality becomes a key concept.

Societal Functionality: capacity of a social system to operate in a viable way, i.e. a system that can 
endogenously survive (self-repair), reproduce (stably expand) and develop (evolve and improve).

To Clarify: Direct losses of labour, capital stock, consumption and investment goods as well as direct 
money and income losses, may only make macroeconomic sense, i.e. avoiding the fallacy of 
composition, if they are assessed in terms of their effects on the workings of the economy as a whole. 
Otherwise, we will be treading on triviality, i.e. any loss item to a disaster has a long-term accounting 
effect in itself, but if such localized loss does not affect macro-economy functionality, i.e. the economy 
soon re-establishes its capacity and dynamics, then in this conception it is unlikely to have longer-term 
macro effects of significance or at all.

Systemic Functionality, Local/National and Endogenous/Exogenous Tensions: To secure systemic 
functionality, attention should be focused on a permanent systemic tensions between the local and 
the national, and between endogenous (inbuilt) and exogenous (mostly ad hoc) responses, so that
mutual consistent balances between them are sought.

To Clarify: There are two balances that have to be reasonably secured by the public response to 
disasters. One is the balance between the local level and the national one, and the other is a 
complementary one between endogenous reactions and exogenous responses. The former should avoid 
that the national networking insulates itself at the expense of the affected locality, by bypassing and 
severing local networks with the wider economy beyond what is systemically necessary. The latter, in 
turn, should avoid that exogenous public and foreign policy suffocates endogenous reactions in a 
systemically inconsistent way, which may force an unnecessary aid dependency on the directly affected 
locality.

Vulnerability, Resilience and Functionality: Vulnerability is associated with the degree of exposure 
of society's frameworks, social groups and individuals to extreme events. While resilience is 
associated with the specific processes and items that characterize such exposures and therefore with 
the mechanisms and policies that can be resorted to recover the affected system.

To Clarify: vulnerability is the risk of potential destruction and damage to a given societal unit from the 
direct impact of a disaster. So it refers to the state of things as they are just before a disaster strikes. 
Resilience, in turn, refers to the capacity and ability of such a societal unit, and the ones that can be 
indirectly affected, to react and recover after such an impact has happened. Both are clearly related, as 
units that are less vulnerable, because of their quality of resources, can withstand a good deal of the 
impact and have better and diverse network connections, will normally make them more resilience. We 
can analytically differentiate between endogenous and exogenous resilience. The former corresponds
to the in-built capability of a system to bounce back, given the structure, dynamics and ethos of an 
affected social and/or economic unit and its societal links with other units within and outside the disaster 
zone. This type of resilience does not require especial changes to face disasters, but only to extend and 
deploy its existing protocols and routines. It is part of the standard self-regulatory mechanisms to tackle 
normal changes in the social and economic environment, which mostly operates from below. In turn,
exogenous resilience refers to the abilities and availabilities that can be resorted to bring back the unit 
to functionality, i.e. survival, continuity and development. This type does require significant changes in 
objectives and therefore policies, as expectations suddenly change in virtue of sudden ambience 
changes. This then goes well beyond the standard self-regulatory mechanisms associated with formal 
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and informal response following the feedbacks from a normal societal environment. It is exogenous 
because it mostly operates from above and acts via ad-hoc changes in ingenuity, policy and decision 
making. 

Economic Localization: Given that the geographic extent of a disaster does not appear to mean 
much in the absence of the type of economy that is within the affected area, we then define a disaster 
as localized if it affects a confined area of economic activity.

To Clarify: a geographically widespread disaster can be economically localized (e.g. a drought in a 
diversified country, such as most South-American countries), or widespread (e.g. a drought in an 
agriculturally undiversified least developed country, like a Sahelian country). What matters for systemic 
functionality, and hence for the issue of vulnerability and resilience, is the economic, rather than the 
geographic, localization of a disaster. Development itself appears to be a process whereby all disasters 
become more economically localized over time. That is, 'disasters are primarily a problem of
development, but essentially not a problem for development' (Albala-Bertrand 1993: 202) Thus, any 
policy process contributing to a diversified, integrative and sustainable development must incidentally 
contribute to reducing economic and social vulnerability to disasters, and therefore increasing 
resilience, as in developed countries. That is, given that development is a process that increases the 
complexity of a societal setting via all-embracing networks that widen and deepen society's 
interconnectedness, then societal networking is of paramount importance to analyze functionality and 
therefore the duration and intensity of disaster effects.

Localization and Substitution Potential: The more economically confined the direct disaster 
effects, the more the potential for substitution from unaffected economic units.

To Clarify: Once we know what the geographical spread of the disaster is, it would possible to assess 
its economic importance in terms of sectoral, regional and national dimensions, focusing especially on
production, exports, domestic demand, capital and employment. These can come from standard national 
income accounts, hopefully divided into appropriate regions. Assuming that there are appropriate 
statistics, then it would be useful to count with the importance of the pull and push factor of the affected 
economic units on the rest of the economy via information on pre-disaster backward and forward 
linkages. The potential for substitution comes from the existence of available alternative supply/demand 
sources, from alternative transport infrastructures available, and from how reactive (mostly) private 
endogenous reactions and (mostly) public exogenous responses are. We can anticipate the importance 
of potential effects on macro functionality via the calculation of economic substitution potential indexes 
and other information, at sectoral, regional and national levels, assuming that the emergency is over and 
fast infrastructure rehabilitation is advanced (i.e. via existing alternative and makeshift infrastructures,
which is also part of substitutive activities), which normally happen in the first few weeks.

Disaster Situation: A disaster situation can be analytically divided into the impact side, the response 
side and the institutionally interfering effects coming from both.

To Clarify I: A disaster impact is normally the result of a physically or societally uncompensated 
tension between a natural event and a social setting, which translates into death, damage, destruction 
and the disarticulation of societal frameworks. Given a natural event of given strength, it depends on 
disaster-proof technology and organization as well as existing socio-political access to it, which mostly 
respond to endogenous societal processes. Once a disaster impact has occurred, three main types of 
effects ensue: direct (or stock) effects, indirect (or flow) effects and societal interfering (or institutional) 
effects. The latter are more clearly associated with the response. Direct effects have an impact on the 
quality and levels of human populations (injury and deaths) as well as on the quality and levels of 
physical and animal stocks (damage and destruction). For the economic system, direct effects mostly 
represent losses to the capital stock and labour. In turn, indirect effects derive from the disarticulations 
caused by the direct effects, affecting the interrelations between physical structures and between people, 
which may translate into flow or functionality failures in the economy, public activities, household 
conditions and the states of health and nutrition. For the economic system, these represent the effect of 
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the disarticulations of productive units and distributional channels wrought by direct effects, i.e. losses 
to functioning flows and activity, in terms of foregone production and income, savings and investment, 
productivity and efficiency, and the like, with consequences such as inflation, unemployment and
instability.

To Clarify II: A disaster response, on the other hand, is mostly motivated by the disaster impact and 
can be defined as a wide array of endogenous and exogenous reactions, measures and policies that are 
aimed at mitigating, counteracting and preventing disaster impacts and effects (i.e. responses on the 
event, on the impact boundary, on the social system, and on the effects). This then generates three not 
independent main areas of attention, which makes up the response side of a disaster situation: response 
mechanisms (exogenous and exogenous types), compensatory response (after a disaster impact) and 
anticipatory response (before the next potential disaster impact). Given that the above impacts and 
responses happen in an ongoing system, then there will also be societal side-effects that can come from 
both the disaster impact effects and the response to them, which are mostly unintended but potentially 
predictable, i.e. interfering effects.

Societal Networking: Societal Networking is the interconnectedness of interdependent societal 
units or agents at local, national and international levels. The better and more stable the physical 
networking (roads, utilities, communications), the more effective the societal (institutional) 
networking (organized individual, groups and agents).

Social Network: is a social structure made of nodes or actors or agents (individuals, organizations, 
groups, countries, etc.), which are linked by given types of interdependence, such as basic 
relationships (friendship, kinship, sexual, prestige), beliefs links (political, religious, ideological), 
economic links (trade, finance, production, markets), common interest (clubs, associations, schools, 
firms, grass-root movements and other types of formal and informal relationships), and of course 
antagonistic ties (dislike, enmity, competition). Most of these are the result of socialization into 
norms and beliefs that translate into common and predictable behaviours and as such appear as 
spontaneous (cultural and religious beliefs, national and regional identity, and general habits and 
customs). Consciously, networked individuals or agents can call upon nodes of existing or new 
networks in accordance with their needs, but more often than not, networks facilitate and satisfy 
needs unconsciously. This brings up the old debate about structure versus agency or objective 
versus subjective or determinism versus free-will or voluntarism (Marx, Althusser, Hayek, Popper, 
Giddens, etc.).

Networked Individuals: Individuals as social agents are creatures and carriers of structures. And as 
networked beings, they are also modifiers of structures. A single individual may not make much of 
a difference, however well positioned, but networked individuals, clustered into some identity 
group, may and often do, especially when social institutions fail to accommodate competing identity 
groupings, i.e. the breading ground of complex emergencies.

To Clarify: Given that there is a wealth of precedents in the social sciences for at least he last two 
centuries, it is surprising that the many contemporary writings on networks pay so little attention to 
anything that happened before the last couple of decades. This is also one of the main weaknesses of 
what comes today to be called social network analysis or simply SNA. What is particular to SNA is the 
empirically detailed mapping of existing social networks, which more often than not only refers to small 
number of individuals (natural persons) rather than institutional agents, which would represent 
organizations and societal (common) behaviours. In addition, the mapping of larger numbers of nodes 
and ties implies to transform a map into a blot, making it less intelligible. An arsenal of social networks,
according to the structure of nodes relationships (e.g. complete, star, line, empty, core-periphery) and 
working concepts (e.g. centrality, clustering, cliques, equivalence, homophily, structural holes) with
some measuring methods have been put forward and used to describe empirical networks. Description 
is the more interesting and useful part of the approach so far. The explanation about how and why social 
networks form and develop is however poor. This is mostly based on axiomatic applications of game 
theory and variants to pair wise individuals, operating under instrumental and substantive maximizing 
rationality. The axiomatic approach, framed on methodological individualism and the maximizing 
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“rational” agent, runs the risk of becoming rigid, unrealistic and little relevant as a good deal of the
disciplines based on it. 

We intend to use networks here in a contextual political economy way to assess, via the input-output 
network and the network of business behaviour under stress, how endogenous and exogenous reactions 
and behaviours can be visualized and hopefully tapped to enhance functionality and therefore recovery 
from disaster. So the aim is to analytically contextualize societal network, but not to create descriptive 
mappings and/or giving axiomatic explanations about them. 

Community and Networks: The levels of integration of communities, within themselves and with 
the social whole, depend on political, economic and cultural variables. We can analytically 
characterize social (institutionally networked) individuals by means of three main types of informal 
and formal institutional linkages with their communities and the wider national (and foreign) whole 
by means of horizontal and vertical linkages, which give rise to three kinds of relationships: 
primary, secondary and hierarchical. These can more or less correspond to the concept of social 
capital and its classification into bonding, bridging and linking capital. That is:

Primary relationships refers to family, extended family, friends, neighbors, race, ethnic, 
religious and other kinship or primordial groupings, implying a closer bond and allegiance. 
These relationships within groups of very similar individuals (termed 'homophily' by social 
network theory) represent a net of horizontal linkages that constitute the very base of
endogenous disaster reactions (e.g. remittances, victim’s hosting, some emergence, and general 
informal insurance). This is what is sometimes called 'bonding social capital'

Secondary relationships are especially between groupings, linking individuals across groups 
and cleavages by means of social, political, economic and cultural associations, e.g. formal and 
informal markets, school interactions, broad political parties, public employees, private 
workforces, trade unions, consumer’s associations and other social political and economic 
organizations. So basic diversity rather than similarity, pluralism rather than monism, 
heterogeneity rather than homogeneity are the main features of these relationships, which 
whether formalized or otherwise, are also part of the societal fabric of horizontal linkages. A
good deal of endogenous reactions is carried via these relationships, especially via the economic 
networks provided by the market or associated with it, via formal organizations (e.g. trade 
unions and employers’ associations), but also via naturally-born coping networks, like 
emergent organizations. This type of inter-relations is sometimes called 'bridging social capital'

Hierarchical relations refers to state institutions (executive, legislative and judicial offices), 
private institutions (firms, banks, etc.) and international institutions (UN, World Bank, NGOs, 
etc.). These are ranked relationships and are part of the network of vertical linkages between 
individuals or groupings and formal authority. Most of exogenous response is associated with 
these hierarchical links. Ex-post response without ex-ante endogenization is what we call 
proper exogenous response. Then there is also ex-post response with ex-ante endogenization, 
i.e. legal institutions, procedures, routines and funds to deal with potential disasters. Vertical 
endogenized responses are therefore less automatic than those related to horizontal linkages, as 
they require both societal incorporation (socialization) and enforcement, but in time they can 
become endogenous (e.g. primary education or respect for norms). This type of inter-relations 
is sometimes called 'linking social capital.'

The Formal Economic System and its networking can be represented as a structure of stable 
participants and links, including the government, international institutions, domestic and foreign 
firms and households. So each firm and each household can be actually linked to, and potentially 
face, a collection of networks, belonging to domestic and foreign quarters. Productive and income 
interrelations in an economy can potentially and theoretically be affected by the physical and/or 
organizational failure of any single productive unit (e.g. steel-production plant) or any single 
distribution channel (e.g. industrial motorway) to deliver, affecting indirectly the whole economic 
circuit and associated non-economic activities. The magnitude and spread of such potential effects 
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depends simultaneously on the economic importance of the production involved (i.e. how strongly 
and how many economic units depend on the affected production or supply. These are the linkages), 
the alternative supply sources available (i.e. how many alternative sources, from local, national and 
foreign suppliers are available, and how easy can they be accessed. This is the substitution potential)
and infrastructures available (i.e. rehabilitated and/or alternative ones, which are part of the 
substitution potential). Not least, it also depends on the duration of the hindrance, affecting the 
range of possible adjustments (i.e. from weathering out the problem to significant structural 
change). The greater the severity, extent, and duration of effects, other things being equal, the more 
likely the consequences for the economic circuit as a whole. But then the more localized and better 
integrated the local system to national societal networks, the more unlikely the spreading of effects 
towards the macroeconomy as a whole, especially in the medium and long terms. 

Isolation and Insulation: An isolated, autarkic, local economy cannot by definition have spreading 
effects towards the national economy. From the viewpoint of the national macroeconomy, the 
disaster would be localized and un-intrusive. Contrariwise, if the local economy is integrated to the 
national economy via mutual demands and supplies of factors, goods and finance, then the disaster 
can remain local only insofar as the indirect spreading effects can be contained within the disaster 
zone boundary and/or counteracted outside it. From a national standpoint, the disaster would be 
localized if the macroeconomy could insulate itself from the indirect effects that originate in the 
disaster zone. For this to happen, the national economy has to compensate with inbuilt economic 
and other societal reactions, which in addition are likely to be reinforced by exogenous domestic 
and foreign responses. The basic containment of wider indirect effects would normally occur 
rapidly via relief and local physical rehabilitation, during which the macroeconomic organism 
would already be taking care of itself via normal endogenous market and non-market mechanisms.

 
In Sum: This is like physiological reactions that first insulate a wound, preventing the spread of 
infection, and then start a healing process that fully re-establish biological functions. Once the 
macroeconomy has managed to insulate from local failure and therefore functions almost normally, 
appropriate policies and not least political will are likely to be required to do the same with the affected 
locality. Nation building and its development implies the integration of otherwise isolated, or autarkic, 
localities into a common centre of loyalties and high decision making, which necessarily implies a 
process of political, social and economic enfranchising via institutional and physical networks. Nation 
building represents societal incorporation, which develops via widening the embrace and sophistication
of interconnectedness. This is the original globalization, i.e. all-embracing societal networks within 
country administrative boundaries. Networked societies with better access to social and economic 
networks, domestic and foreign, are in better endogenous and exogenous conditions to damp down 
potential indirect effects and hence long-term effects from disasters. That is, they would be in better 
conditions to gain back and secure stable functionality after disasters.
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Chapter III: Networked Reactions and Public Policy (pp.56-76 plus notes)

We assume that the aim of any disaster response, beyond purely short-term relief requirements, is to re-
establish damaged macro functionality and help recover lost local livelihoods in a sustainable manner.
The question is how to make exogenous public response systemically compatible with endogenous 
reactions, so as to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the recovery, in relation to both societal 
functionality and long-term development. This takes us back the two dynamic tensions, mentioned in 
the previous chapter, which require balance after a disaster:

Tension between National and Local Responses: This is part of the normal development process, 
which by means of socially wide network integration brings societal change at a higher stadium of 
economic and social functionality to more and more localities of a country, i.e. internal 
globalization. After disasters have destroyed and/or damage the capital stock and income directly, 
there will then be frustrated participants on the supply and demand sides, whether within or outside 
the geographic and/or economic disaster zone. This creates a tension between the national and the 
local in terms of local reactions and national response priorities.

To Clarify: Public activity should aim at a twofold systemic balance. On the one hand, it should seek to 
prevent the national macro-economy from undergoing unnecessary negative indirect effects that may 
translate into losses of functionality and therefore future GDP; and on the other, it should prevent that 
directly affected localities be unnecessarily bypassed by national macro considerations, rendering them 
less effective to re-establish their positions after recovery is well under way. So there must be a 
functional balance between actions on the national economy and actions on the local one so as to secure 
systemic consistency. 

Tension between Endogenous and Exogenous responses: There is a tension between endogenous 
reactions and exogenous (mostly policy) responses. The former should be properly channelled by 
public policy, while public policy should not systematically bypass it.  

To Clarify: International and public disaster responses can become both more effective by harnessing 
useful endogenous (inbuilt) mechanisms, and less harmful by avoiding trampling with and/or 
suffocating them. In other words, supra networks have to be consistent with existing and/or potential 
subordinated networks, i.e. intra and inter economic networks plus other societal ones. Exogenous 
responses are meant to be a complement to inbuilt reactions. So there must be a balance with a view of 
making exogenous public response systemically compatible with endogenous reactions, so as to 
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the recovery in relation to both societal functionality and 
long-term development. Failing to tap private endogenous initiatives and activities in the disaster area 
may lead to unnecessary dependency from subsidies, let alone handouts, delaying the incorporation of 
disaster affected people and activities into the regular economic system. But failing to tap endogenous 
initiatives of unscathed activities and people, in and outside the disaster area, may delay and increase 
the cost of recovery at national and local levels. A balance has to be struck between these two potential 
failures.

Given the experience of communities and firms in the face of disasters, there are a number of 
response mechanisms that should be evaluated in terms of its systemic consistency with institutional 
networks, especially via the market, for longer-term sustainability and development, i.e. for 
systemic functionality. All main responses should be analyzed in term of their market availability 
and their impact on development. We illustrate the issue with:

Emergency support: cash, vouchers, in-kind aid
Remittances: infrastructure and mechanisms
Refugees: shelter provision, camps, migration
Recovery funding: insurance, subsidies and loans 
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There are also institutional networks and mechanism through which systemic public policy can be 
more efficiently channelled. For example:

Trade unions and employer’s organizations
Mobiles phones network and access
The armed forces and religious institutions

In Sum: Exogenous responses should be in tune with the inbuilt reactions of people and markets, with 
a view of securing systemic sustainability, i.e. functionality. It is then important to learn about people’s 
reactions in disaster situations for the purpose of public policy. This may allow tapping existing 
networks or creating new ones, as they are ubiquitous at all levels of societal action. An appropriate 
policy support and enhancement of community networked reactions can reduce the local-national 
tension, and secure the effectiveness and efficiency of recovery both in itself and in terms of general 
development. 
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Chapter IV: The Networked Macro-Economy and Disasters (pp.77-105 plus notes)

Societal reactivity via domestic and foreign linkages in a diversified economic environment is 
paramount to explain why naturally induced disasters might not have the all-embracing negative 
economic effects that are so commonly portrayed in the mass media and other sources, let alone become 
a catastrophe. A disaster can however be devastating for the directly affected locality, but national
societal response mechanisms are likely to be always available. In other words, natural disasters are 
unlikely to affect the capability of a societal system to be viable, as disaster do occur in the context of 
a networked economy and society. So the networked macro-economy should represent the first focus 
to assess economic effects from disaster impacts. 

Effects on Functionality: Short and longer functioning macroeconomic effects from disaster 
impacts can only happen via indirect (flow) effects, while cumulative effects result from a mix of 
direct and mostly indirect effects. Indirect effects can only cause a long-term effect if they are 
simultaneously: (a) univocal, i.e. they have a unique cause and effect pattern and (b) un-
substitutable, i.e. they cannot be substituted by endogenous processes or public policy-induced 
counteractions.

Disaster Escalation and Catastrophe: To emphasize, long-term and indeed cumulative disaster 
effects can only happen via indirect (or flow) effects. This means that the issue of counter-flows at
macro and local levels is of paramount importance. A catastrophe represents a situation in which 
insulating and compensating counter-flow become unavailable, so disaster effects escalate towards 
it without effective interruption, which is a rare case.

To clarify I: Catastrophe is an extreme and sudden disaster whose intensity affects a social system as 
follows.

(i) The endogenous (inbuilt) capacity and the exogenous (policy) options of the system are greatly 
surpassed, i.e. most economic resources become unavailable and most normal institutions become 
fragmented and ineffective, so further systemic disintegration and deterioration is unstoppable. In 
economic terms: direct (stock) effects are economically widespread, massive or pivotal.

(ii) If failure is localized, then it is so intense that it pervades the whole system in the same way as in 
the previous point, i.e. the system has no viability within the same institutional arrangements and 
resources. In economic terms: indirect (flow) effects are uncontainable.

(iii) External aid, domestic or foreign, even if available, cannot re-ignite the system, but only support 
its now helpless victims. Institutional effects are so perverse that functional recovery, via economic 
rehabilitation and reconstruction, becomes unachievable. That is to say, the system stops operating 
as such, requiring a fundamental change, which is a long-term and costly endeavour. 

To Clarify II: As a consequence, the economic system is rendered unviable and victim relief must be 
the most that external aid can achieve, as in some complex emergencies. This is more likely in the 
aftermath of wars or massive failure of institutional cohesiveness (e.g. Germany after WW I or the 
breakup of Yugoslavia), but highly unlikely in the case of sudden disasters, except and arguably in the 
case of the volcanic-induced disaster of Monserrat in 1995. In other words, a catastrophe, as defined 
above, might only happen if a disaster renders economy and society into either inert objects or fully
disorganized social entities, which are unlikely propositions, especially in the context of localized 
disasters. So societal functionality is unlikely to be impaired, except and arguably in the very short term.
Given this, to assess the economic effects of a disaster on GDP both an aggregate model and a 
disaggregate argument can be entertained. 

An Aggregate Macroeconomic Model: There are some well-supported assumptions about both 
direct disaster effects and the economy, especially in the case of developing countries, e.g. most 
disasters are localized and most losses are to less productive K stock, endogenous responses and 
network shifts are forthcoming, disasters unlock and create investment opportunities, etc. Within 
the dynamic societal framework sketched above, to assess disaster effects on the economic, an
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economic model can be formulated by paying attention to the impact effect on GDP growth, the 
response effect on GDP growth, and the investment required to keep GDP growth as if there were
no disaster. The model shows that the latter is very modest, which is normally achieved within a 
year from the impact. 

To Clarify: Let’s go step by step, from impact and response effects to total net effects and required 
investment, without the maths. (i) Impact Effect: the output that can be produced with a given stock of 
capital, i.e. capital productivity, normally represents only a fraction of the value of the capital stock, 
usually around 40 percent of it. So the potentially theoretical reduction in output from capital losses 
would only be a fraction of such losses. Incorporating well-supported assumptions, such productivity 
would be significantly smaller than say 40 percent. (ii) Response effect: investment has a dual role in 
the economy, on the supply side, it represents additions to the capital stock and, on the demand side, it
represents direct income. So reconstruction investment while replacing the losses to the capital stock, 
it also increases the aggregate demand and therefore income directly. One unit of reconstruction 
investment will directly represent one unit of income, but indirectly significantly more via the multiplier 
after one year. (iii)Total effect: taking the impact and response together, given some realistic values to 
parameters, then a unit of reconstruction investment could have 20 times more impact on output than 
one unit of capital loss. So to know how much new investment would be required to compensate for the 
potential loss of output from the disaster loss to capital, we simply calculate the required reconstruction 
investment that would keep the economy as if there were no disaster, all other things being equal. It can 
be shown that however large the direct disaster impact, the addition to the normal investment ratio (i.e. 
investment to GDP) would be quite modest, e.g. for a large disaster with a loss ratio of 10 percent (i.e. 
direct losses to GDP), an additional half a percent more than otherwise it would have been would be 
enough. Empirically, we have been shown elsewhere that most disaster-affected countries do fulfil such 
an investment requirement within a year or so.

A Disaggregated Macroeconomic Argument: The above model does not let appreciate how network 
interactions between and within economic sectors, whether in the disaster area or outside it, can 
help explain the outcome above. So it is necessary to analyze the workings of the economy towards 
this end in a more disaggregated manner. It would simply useless, if not impossible, to analyze a 
fully disaggregates economy via its networked makeup, which is one of the reasons why standard 
network analysis focus on small groups of participants, making the analysis confined and partial, 
and normally extricated from the whole where they belong. In a real economy, the number of 
participants (nodes) and relationships (links) would be huge, and the strength and stability of such 
interconnections would be mostly unknown. So meaningful analysis at that detailed level is simply
out of the question. For an explicit network analysis, an input-output framework of already grouped 
units (industries, sectors and/or regions) is the only possible route at macro level, keeping always 
in mind that within each grouped analytical unit there are large networks of seemingly alike 
participants or nodes. The input-output framework is then a network of networks, which explicitly 
via matrix presentation and algebra takes care of (i) what unit is linked with which other unit, (ii) 
how strong is such direct connection and (iii) how strong is the pull/push of a particular unit on all 
the other units, directly and indirectly, via backward and forward linkages. This should take care of 
the importance of both the affected units in the national economy, disaggregated according to 
economic sector, industry or region, and the networking options or substitution potential (SP) of 
both the directly and indirectly affected participants.

To Clarify Input-Output Networks: For the analysis of networking and localization we then use the 
input-output accounting (but only partly as a model) in a loose way to account for general 
interconnectedness, its strength and influence, as it was just before the disaster impact, which allow us 
to focus on the areas where endogenous reactions and exogenous responses, and therefore resilience, 
have to be forthcoming to counterbalance for potential indirect (flow) effects. To this purpose, we call 
supra-networks the encompassing interconnectedness of the government institutional apparatus with 
intra and inter networks, which mostly depend on comprehensive policy derived from both short-term 
expectations and policy and longer-term development aims. We call intra-networks the 
interconnectedness between producers and inter-networks the interconnectedness between producers 
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and households. These three network levels are interconnected, but analytically we can focus on each 
of them in turn.

(i) Supra-Networks: refer to vertical open-loop economic policy decisions of government and 
international institutions vis-à-vis economic agents (firms and households), depending on 
expectations and policy preferences. These networks operate in a good deal via the financial system. 
This open loop is due to the fact that income withdrawals from the economic circuit (i.e. savings, 
taxes, imports, debt servicing and the like) and income injections or reintroductions (i.e. investment, 
subsidies, loans, exports, and the like) are both separated in logic and time. So these links are 
hierarchical and supra national, which represent vertical relationships or the so-called linking 
capital. These operate above and go beyond intra- and inter-networks, influencing the behaviour, 
multipliers and stability of the economy, whether purposely or not.

Transmission Effects: Private expectations and public policy associated with incentives or 
otherwise are paramount to characterize possible response consequences. First, if the disaster 
shock is considered as permanent, the agents' behaviour would reinforce the downturn (e.g. no 
compensatory behaviour, capital flights, outmigration, bankruptcy and the like). Second, if the 
shock is considered as transitory, agents will keep prevailing policies, compensating recessive 
factors and make the downturn shorter-lived. Third, if agents expect public and foreign aid, 
then agents' behaviour may either reinforce the positive upturn or delay recovery as external 
aid to the disaster zone is awaited. In addition, if public and foreign responses act unnecessarily 
at odd with endogenous response mechanisms, by bypassing them or unnecessarily 
superimposing on them, then local recovery will likely be systemically negative and wasteful. 
So the interaction between the government and affected people, between the national interest 
and the local one, and between endogenous reactions and exogenous responses will greatly 
shape the systemic quality and the speed with which the economy would recover.   

(ii) Intra-Networks: Intra-networks refer to the economic linkages within and between economic 
sectors or industries, which are typically input relationships, normally via market exchange
intermediation. The actual linkages are however between constituent firms or producers, whether 
within or between sectors or industries. As is well known, a sector or industry normally cut across 
regions, e.g. tourist firms and resorts can be scattered all over a country, agriculture production can 
come from many areas of a country, textile firms can be located in many regions, and so on. This 
is an extremely important consideration in the case of disasters, as many firms can be badly affected 
by a disaster, but the industry or sector can remain unscathed via substitutions, shifts, new entrants 
and the like, especially within the substitution potential of affected countries, making the indirect 
disaster effect less important or irrelevant at macro national level. 

Transmission Effects and Their Economic Context: indirect effects and counter effects of 
impacts and responses are bound to occur via main economic transmission routes, via input-
output networks from market and nonmarket reactions. In this context, to assess which sectors 
or regions can potentially have higher national spreading effects, measures of pre-disaster 
backward and forward linkages as well as their potential for substitution would be a useful and 
qualified starting point to anticipate effects and design public response. Economic 
compensations initially happen endogenously, within the same structure or otherwise, 
according to expectations about the failure induced by the disaster, and later this compounds 
with the exogenous response. Endogenously, the use of both buffer stocks, network shifting
and other substitutions and incentives (idle capacity, imports, price changes, etc.) will come a 
good way to counteract spreading effects over the national economy, which associated with 
exogenous public and foreign responses may fully counterbalance, and even outweigh, the 
spread of indirect disaster effects over time. This may lead to technical change, diversification, 
output type change and compositional change, especially when the economic environment has 
undergone significant changes itself, whether the initial setback was short-lived or not.

Heterogeneity of Producers: Producers are not homogeneous, so firms or units of different size 
and productivities are bound to coexist with each other. Larger units would as a rule have many 
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more possibilities than smaller ones to withstand both direct and indirect disaster effects, as 
they may have a better quality of fixed assets and location as well as more subsidiaries and 
diversification, i.e. less vulnerability to direct effects and less exposure to them. Larger units 
are also likely to have higher profits and solvency, higher liquidity and inventories, higher client 
power and market access, better business connections and higher political influence, i.e. both 
less vulnerability to indirect effects and more resilience to counter them. As a corollary, the 
smaller the unit, the higher its economic vulnerability, even in the absence of disasters. In other 
words, pre-disaster economic and political vulnerability and resilience greatly explains disaster 
vulnerability and resilience in the aftermath.

(iii) Inter-Networks: refer to economic linkages between households (as income earners and 
consumers) and producers (as suppliers of final goods and services) through the circular flow of 
income via market exchange. As is known, most firms, apart from producing for intermediate input 
demand, also produce for the final demand. These are income relationships, which are normally 
expressed in terms of aggregate demand, i.e. consumption, investment, government expenditure, 
export and imports. Imports imply that households can buy directly or indirectly from foreign 
producers, so other things being equal, imports compete with domestic production of final goods. 
The main issue after disasters would then be how to secure compensatory levels of demand and 
supply. These can come from inventories, savings, remittances, formal loan, informal loans, 
government transfers and works, and general foreign and domestic aid. 

Transmission Effects: Let us assume that price adjustments are sticky and slower than quantity 
adjustments to clear markets, which is normally the case,. On this scenario, let first assume that 
agents hold elastic expectations, i.e. an exogenous demand fluctuation is considered as 
permanent by market participants, which is rarely the case in disasters. A standard income 
multiplier would then work as follows. Any autonomous variation of expenditure will be 
instantaneously met by an equivalent variation in production to absorb it. In general, if the 
variation is positive, this will be met out of idle capacity and new employment, from the pool 
of the unemployed or underemployed, and if it is negative by cutting down capacity usage and 
employment. So the multiplier will amplify the initial demand loss, via several market exchange 
rounds, by some factor over time, e.g. one unit of demand lost to the disaster could become,
say, two units of potential loss over time. This is an indirect flow effect. Alternatively, under 
the assumption of inelastic expectations, i.e. an exogenous demand variation is considered as 
transitory by agents, which is the normal case in sudden disasters, then the multiplier will look 
quite different. The multiplying effect is only potential, as it is a flow that could be counteracted 
by the wider economy, including the initial losers, which is more likely in the case of sudden 
disasters. Economic agents will attempt to counteract the shock via households' dis-savings and 
firms' inventories, if these are available. In addition, exogenous responses via transfers, credits 
and new response demand are bound to reinforce the counteraction. This happens in an 
environment of endogenous network shifting and bypassing of the affected links. So even if the 
directly affected agents cannot recover fast or at all, the national macro-economy would insulate 
them and compensate for, or even outweigh, the potential flow loss, meaning that negative 
multipliers are stopped in their tracks, while positive ones may be further stimulated. 

In Sum: It would normally be possible for unaffected units to make up for the loss by using idle capacity 
(if capital were affected), buffer stocks (if production and income were affected), from new supply 
entrants (if production or capital were affected), and foreign trade (if production were affected), which 
will normally be complemented by public and foreign responses. Under these conditions, if we assume 
that communications between regions are acceptable (i.e. disruptions are short-lived), transport costs 
do not vary significantly, and information about both new business opportunities and macro 
coordination is fairly adequate, then the excess demand for goods in short supply does not need to bring 
changes in relative prices, let alone inflation, except transitorily. Hence via endogenous and exogenous 
responses macro functionality would normally be effective to recover the levels of output in the short 
to medium term. Empirically, as a rule, disaster induced-inflation pressures are normally short lived.
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Chapter V: Regional Disaggregation and Two Examples (pp.106-125 plus notes)

IO and IRIO Tables: Sectoral networks are normally spread over the territory a country, and given 
that most disasters, apart from being economically localized, are geographically localized, then 
regionally disaggregated tables, called inter-regional input-output tables (or IRIO tables) could be 
of great use. These are however less available than standard input-output tables (or IO tables), and 
similar to the latter also carry timing problems. In addition, the regional disaggregation that 
encompasses a disaster zone may be too large to be of use without further qualification and 
information. So IO and IRIO tables, may be too aggregate to analyse a localized disaster without 
complementary statistics, but can still be a good starting point to consider network shifting.

To Clarify: The diagram below helps to visualize how the indirect disaster effect on businesses can 
prompt their linking with unaffected firms and consumers, whether within or outside the disaster region,
assuming compatible goods, i.e. what we been calling network shifting. Although it is presented in terms 
of regions, it can be equally set up in terms of sectors or industries. 

Inter-Regional Network Switching 

Description: We use capital letters for firms and numbers for consumers. Fully shaded circles 
mean that the firms or consumers have been directly affected. Partially shaded ones mean that 
firms or consumers have been indirectly affected. Circles without shades mean that they are 
unaffected by the disaster. Heavy lines with two crossed bars mean then the link has been totally 
severed by the disaster. Dotted lines mean the available options open for indirectly affected 
firms or consumers. Finally, unlinked circles simply mean that they are unaffected, but not 
useful options for indirectly affected firms or consumers. The diagram shows that firms A and 
B, and consumer 1 are all out of functions. Because of this, firms C and E and consumer 2 are 
indirectly affected, as their standard links with the former have been cut off by the disaster. 
Their available options are as follows: firm C can replace firm B by linking with firm D of the 
same region and with consumers 3 and 4 of the unaffected region. In turn consumer 2 can now 
replace firm B with firm I of the unaffected region. Finally, Firm E is second-degree (indirectly) 
affected by the potential failure of firm C, which is first-degree (indirectly) affected. It can then 
link up with firm F, if need be. They can also link with domestic importers or foreign firms.

To Clarify: The above shows that if (a) alternatives links are available, (b) the information about them 
is prompt and (c) the link is possible without excessive additional cost, then most of the initial potential 
indirect effects can be substituted, compensating the macroeconomy for the functionality failure of the 
directly affected economic units and, therefore, stopping indirect flow effects from spreading. This of 
course assumes that these alternatives exist and that there will be coexistence of affected and unaffected 
economic units of similar sectors, both in the disaster region and in the country. Imports, of course, can 
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also be an alternative link up, if need be, which are not shown in the diagram above. Alternative network 
links are normally available in the case of localized disasters, especially in countries with some 
economic diversification and marketing structures.                  

What We Want to Measure: By means of mainly IO, IRIO and National Accounts. We look to 
produce quantitative measures to help us assess the economic importance of direct effects, the 
potential for negative indirect (flow) effect, and the potential to substitute such flows, i.e. a 
substitution potential indicator. That is, we seek to produce the following ratios and measures: 

(a) The most affected region in the country's economy
(b) The most affected regional economic sectors in the national sectors
(c) The most affected regional economic sectors in the region’s economy
(d) The sectoral proportion that was affected in the most affected regional sectors
(e) From (d), the substitution potential (SP) at sectoral, regional and national levels
(f) Backward and forward, interregional and inter-sectoral, linkages

Two Cases: Indonesia 2004 and Chile 2010: Apart from National Accounts, Indonesia has IRIO and 
IO tables around the time of the earthquake-induced tsunami that affected the Indian Ocean, while 
Chile has only IO tables just before its very strong earthquake.

I. Indonesia: Indonesia is a large archipelagic country, made of large islands like Sumatra and Java as 
well as scattered small ones over its territory. It has a population of some 220 million inhabitants and 
enjoys a lower-middle GDP per capita of around US$3,500 (in ppp). Agriculture share in GDP is 
around 20 per cent, with a rural population of around 50 per cent. Its exports-to-GDP ratio is around 45 
per cent, while agricultural share in exports represents around 10 per cent, and both fuels and 
manufacturing take some half of it, in about equal shares. It also counts with a medium-level Human 
Development Index (HDI) of around 0.61, falling to around 0.50 when adjusted for inequalities (UNDP, 
2011). In addition, it exhibits a Gini coefficient of inequality of around 0.38, which is on the low level 
and has some 18 per cent of people under the international poverty line (i.e. less than US$1.25 a day in 
ppp), which is on the medium level (World Bank, 2011). 

The 2004 earthquake-induced tsunami in the Indian Ocean affected mostly the Northern-West coast of 
Sumatra, the Aceh province, especially the northern tip of Sumatra, Banda Aceh, Aceh Barat and Aceh 
Besar, causing a large number of casualties, some 2.3 per cent of the province's population (around 
160,000 death or missing), and many times more displaced people, the poor and women being
disproportionately represented. Most of the physical losses were for housing and infrastructures, while 
productive sectors suffered only secondary damage, except for agriculture and fishery, which are mostly 
associated with the poorest sections of the affected region. Oil and gas production and exports were 
already in decline, but were not badly affected. Given that these are the main economic activities of the 
region, with little linkages towards the whole country, there was never a serious economic analysis that 
claimed that the tsunami was going to affect Indonesia’s macroeconomy in any significant way, to the 
point that most international organizations, like the IMF, kept the growth rate for 2005 slightly lower,
which actually improved. If anything, the overgenerous aid committed for emergency and 
reconstruction of the affected areas, especially Aceh, may have rapidly compensated for any possible 
spread effect and in passing contributed positively, even if secondarily, to GDP.

National macroeconomic effects: These were therefore meant to be unimportant from the outset, 
even without reference to international aid. The disaster was very geographically localized, 
affecting only a very confined area of economic activity in very heterogeneous ways. The low 
impact on main economic sectors made the disaster economically localized too. In addition, the 
main sectors (oil and gas production, oil refinery and oil manufacturing) are mostly semi-enclave 
exporting sectors with little indirect impact on the rest of the economy, so were not bound to 
transmit negative effects in a significant way, eliciting less response demands on endogenous and 
exogenous macro counteractions to keep the national macroeconomy at previous levels. In addition, 
Sumatra's main industrial centre, Medan, was not directly affected at all. This city has a good deal 
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of trade interaction with Aceh province, so some indirect effects were to be expected. There were 
some important inflationary pressures in Banda Aceh after the 2004 tsunami disaster, but not 
equally so for Indonesia as a whole. This was short term and back to trend level within a year. 
Construction material, as expected, and some food and textiles were the most affected by excess 
demand and inflation in the region. This may be an indication of inappropriate short-term national 
response policy, which despite the overgenerous foreign aid, may have over-insulated the national 
macroeconomy at the expense of Aceh, i.e. partly bypassing the disaster area.

Statistics and Indicators: Flow variables only indirectly represent capital losses. Notice that the 
statistics are about flow (e.g. GDP) rather than stock variables (e.g. capital), which make them less 
useful than otherwise it would be, as it is the stock losses at sectoral and regional levels that can 
primarily produce indirect (flow effects). Still, in terms of flows variables the story above is as 
follows: (i) most linkages are within Sumatra, this region having only secondary links with other 
regions, (ii) the most affected sectors were agriculture and fishery, which although important 
sectorally, they are secondary for the national economy, (iii) The Aceh province represents 11 
percent of Sumatra’s gross regional output and 2.3 percent of national final output. Most of this 
percentage is minerals and refineries, which were not badly affected by the disaster, (iv) the Aceh
economy was not equally affected by the disaster, (v) there then was significant substitution 
potential available to keep functionality stable, as seen in the table below:

V.2 Localization Ratios (LR) and Substitution Potential (SP)

So given that the capital stock loss in Aceh was not total, then the above substitution potential 
values are likely to be significantly larger. Notice also that the figures above are all yearly ones, 
but a good deal of the actually affected sectors and firms were back into business from a few 
weeks to a few months after the disaster, which compounds the positive substitution potential 
with actual recovery, making the flow effects even less significant. 

Recall that there are two types of potential substitution: via sectoral and via general network 
shift or network bypassing. That is, one is a network shift that happens when unscathed firms 
of a given sector take over the production of affected firms of the same sector, and another 
network shift happens when potential losses of GDP from the affected area are counteracted 
with increases of GDP in other areas, whether including the affected sectors or not. A typical 
case of the latter is the productive activity of rehabilitation and re-construction of affected 
infrastructures and housing. 

The analysis shows, at the macro level, significant network shifts from the affected areas to the 
rest of the country, as Aceh's economy showed declines or modest growth, especially in non-
construction productive sectors, while the country showed strong growth as a whole. This is an 
indication of localised network bypassing, i.e. frustrated normal demands from the disaster area, 
and supplies to this area, that bypassed Aceh, which may have been even more pronounced in 
the absence of the high levels of aid funding. All this also shows that economic functionality 
was never under peril. 

          Ratios (%)
Aceh/Inds Aceh/Smt Smt/Inds Aceh/Aceh

Sct/Fn 0.5 2.2 2.3 20
Sct/Sct 7.3 20 36
Fn/Fn 2.3 11 21

      SP (times)
Inds/Aceh Smt/Aceh Inds/Smt Aceh/Aceh

Fn/Sct 200 45 43 5
Sct/Sct 14 5 3
Fn/Fn 43 9 5
Fn: Final O utput Smt: Sumatra
Sct: Agriculture and Fishery together Inds: Indonesia
SP: Substitution Potential
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II. Chile: Chile is a high-middle income country with some 17 million population. It is a very long and 
narrow country, located in the southernmost west-coast (Pacific Ocean) of South America. According 
to GDP per capita, Chile is classified as an upper-middle income country (around US$ 16,000 in ppp), 
which made it into the OECD club a few years ago. It has relatively low levels of poverty with around 
14 per cent of population under a poverty line (measured by a minimum basket of basic goods), but it 
has very high inequality levels (Gini: 0.52), which makes it the eighteenth worse in the world and, after 
taxes and transfers, the worse by far among OECD countries.

On 27 February 2010, just before the new presidential mandate transmission, a strong earthquake 
(Richter degree 8.8) affected Chile, especially in its south-centre territory. This happened in a context 
of economic slowdown (2008) and recession (2009), coming from the Great Recession, which was still 
to be overcome. To top that, a salmon virus affected seriously its aquaculture, salmon being the second 
most important export. And in addition, in early 2010, a new government came into office, replacing a 
coalition that had been governing for 20 years, which was bound to produce early administrative 
disruptions and maladjustments. The earthquake epicentre was under the seabed not far from the coast, 
which originated a tsunami that struck some of the Chilean coastline. The first waves from the tsunami 
hit about 34 minutes after the earthquake, but others came several hours later, damaging some properties 
and businesses and killing some 200 hundred people. Most of these due to a botched and incompetent 
managing of early warning, especially for the waves that came later. In all, around 500 people died, 
some 40 percent of it from the tsunami. Chile did not ask for international aid.

National Macroeconomic Effects: At the end of 2010, ten months after the disaster, the country was 
growing stronger and creating more employment than expected before the disaster. However, a 
number of sectors in the disaster zone either grew by a lower rate or had not quite recovered their 
immediate pre-disaster levels. The region of Valparaiso (Region V), the second most important in 
Chile, which was just outside the disaster zone, grew at an unprecedented GDP growth rate, 7.5 per 
cent as compared to 5.2 per cent for the country as a whole. This shows massive demand and supply 
shifts from the directly affected regions to this important, but only peripherally affected, region, 
which stimulated other sectors and industries, especially manufacturing, mining, transport & 
communications, and commerce, restaurants and hotels. This is what we have called network 
bypassing or network shifting from a disaster that frustrates otherwise stable network patterns of 
economic activity. Most of it is normally an endogenous reaction of firms and consumers seeking 
to satisfy demands and supplies that are constrained and frustrated by the disaster, but also responds 
to the additional aggregate demand created by the needs of emergency, rehabilitation and early 
reconstruction. On the other hand, the directly affected regions and especially some firms in it may 
find difficult to regain the economic position that was lost to Valparaiso.

Statistics and Indicators: The same as with Indonesia, we don’t have statistics about the capital 
losses of affected sectors, so we have to use flow variables only. The most affected area were three 
regions (O’Higgins, Maule and Bío-Bío), with over 3.5 million population, representing some 20 
per cent de country total. Other regions were only peripherally affected with generally minor effects. 
These three most affected regions represented some 16 per cent of the county's GDP, 22 per cent 
of total employment, 41 per cent of total non-mining primary sector employment and 14.3 per cent 
of mining employment. The GDP share of the regions' main sectors were manufacturing (3.4 per 
cent), personal services (1.9 per cent), agriculture and fishing (1.6 per cent), construction (1.3 per 
cent) and transport and communications (1.1 per cent). It can also be seen that the share of regional 
sectors in the respective sectors varies from 50 per cent in agriculture, cattle and silviculture to 9 
per cent in mining, and a range of important shares in between, especially for manufacturing and 
utilities. It can also be seen that both backward and forward linkages for non-mining primary sectors 
and also for utilities were above average, and around average for manufacturing and transport & 
communications, meaning that the former had some over-average push and pull strength on the rest 
of the economy, although they represented only a small fraction of the national GDP. In addition, 
the affected region contributed with 19 per cent of total exports. The destruction however was not 
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regionally total even in the most affected sectors, so there was substitution potential (SP) within the
regions and at national level.

V.2 Characteristics of Most Affected Subsectors (%)

The data above is not about the proportion in which the sectors were actually affected, but 
only about the sectors were firms were affected. This means that the substitution potential 
was actually significantly larger and the linkage effects lower than portrayed in the table.
In addition, most of what was affected was relatively short-lived. Backward and forward 
sectoral linkages were of medium strength. From the viewpoint of substitution potential 
(SP), it seems that the damage was unlikely to produce flow losses of significance, which 
were likely to be compensated over the year, as most of it had the potential for substitution 
from unaffected areas and regions, apart from imports, as it actually happened. The lack of 
inter-regional input-output tables for Chile prevented us from knowing how the affected 
regions interact with the rest of the country via both intermediate inputs and final demands, 
which would have been useful complementary information for functionality assessment. 
All this also shows that economic functionality was never under peril.

In Sum: For both countries, the ratios of substitution potential were generally large, and that of 
backward and forward linkages, relatively low for the actually affected sectors. Not surprisingly, 
Indonesia and Chile more than substituted their potential flow effects over the first few months, ending 
up with a higher than expected GDP growth rates a year later. Not surprisingly too both cases did not 
suffer important functionality losses and were growing strongly only a few months after the disaster. 
This good result was also due to exogenous domestic and foreign responses, but the role of endogenous 
market and non-market responses cannot and should not be underestimated.  

National SP (times) Manufacturing SP (times) Sectoral Linkages
Sectors GO/SGO F/SF X/SX MGO/SMGO MF/SMF BW FW

1 Aquaculture 203 n.a n.a na na 1.7 1.8
2 Extractive Fishing 331 1345 1212 na na 0.5 1.3
3 Fishmeal and Oil 360 380 94 72 68 1.5 1.1
4 Fish and Shelfish Products 92 62 20 18 11 1.7 0.1
5 Wood Production 200 223 70 40 40 1.3 0.7
6 Wood Goods 265 263 93 53 47 1.3 0.6
7 Cellulose Production 95 79 26 19 14 0.9 0.5
8 Fuel Production 57 95 79 11 17 0.2 1.2
9 Basic Chemicals 106 115 36 21 21 0.8 0.7

10 Rubber Goods 837 1125 381 167 202 0.5 1.0
11 Plastic Goods 159 270 226 32 48 0.6 1.0
12 Glass and Glass Goods 700 1947 1136 139 349 0.6 1.1
13 Basic Iron and Steel 148 541 108 30 97 0.8 1.4

National Averages 111 111 111 45 45 0.8 0.9
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Chapter VI: Systemic Consistency, Business and Network Shifting
(pp. 126-156 plus Appendix)

In this chapter we deal with businesses and their networks under disaster endurance and attempt to 
answer some questions. Why should public policy tap and orientate network shifting behavior? What 
should a desirable network context be to secure effective systemic recovery after disasters?

Systemic Consistency Criteria: as introduced earlier, there are two balances to consider in the 
wake of disasters; that between the local and the national and that between exogenous and 
endogenous responses. So two main criteria should be resorted to secure a systemic consistent 
response.

Value Criterion: any exogenous public and/or foreign response action that helps facilitate, 
enhance, support or create useful endogenous reactions is to be promoted. As a corollary, any 
exogenous action that bypass, frustrates, suffocates or destroys useful endogenous mechanisms, 
if it is not to be resisted, it should be modified so that it can be systemically absorbed, 
minimizing negative side effects.

Boundary Criterion: an endogenous reaction is economically useful if it feeds and is part of 
local and national societal networks, especially associated with markets and public
development activities. Some endogenous reactions are not systemically useful, but a necessary 
palliative. Other endogenous reactions are simply anti-systemic and counterproductive, e.g. 
panic, looting, speculation, fragmentation, free riding on public aid, and so on. Some palliative 
reactions do have a bearing on the speed of recovery and can also be enhanced by public 
response and policy, especially in terms of pre-disaster measures, e.g. warning systems and 
trained reactions, first-aid information and training, emergency locations and network 
information, etc. 

Response Inconsistencies: From the above criteria, we may classify two types of public response 
inconsistencies: (a) direct inconsistency, if it leads to unnecessary local dependency, by suffocating 
local markets via inappropriate aid (e.g. Malawi 1992) or imposing an exogenous administration 
that takes over local management and decisions (e.g. Aceh 2005); and (b) indirect inconsistency, if 
it leads to the national economy unnecessarily bypassing the affected locality, leading to the 
rundown of local viability. 

As a rule, if a year after a disaster, the national GDP does not fall, but local GDP does, then 
this might be an indication of the national bypassing the affected locality.

To Clarify: For example, the Hyogo Framework sought to make disaster response more effective by 
establishing some operational priorities, which amount to give disaster response priority to local and 
national institutions by endogenizing assessment, monitoring and early warning, while creating a 
culture of safety and resilience as well as securing preparedness for an effective response. Instead, the 
sound and well-funded reports about the response to the 2004 Asian tsunami showed (i) significant and 
wasteful lack of coordination between the myriad of disaster agencies themselves and between them 
and domestic institutions, (ii) a bypassing and disregard for local and national capabilities, (iii) an often 
inappropriate type of in-kind aid in both consumer and capital goods, (iv) a lack of accountability and 
transparency in response funding and use, (v) an inadequate risk analysis about affected people’s own 
reactions and behaviours, (vi) an insufficient if not misleading information about reconstruction plans 
and general activities, which failed to incorporate local input and understanding to such purpose, and 
so on. 

Business and Networks: Productive units, as private businesses or otherwise, are the very 
foundation of community networks and livelihoods, as they provide gainful employment and in-
house training, consumer goods and necessary services, introduction of technology and know-how, 
and not least a number of  related societal institutions and networks like trade unions, social clubs, 
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sport clubs and the like. But they normally receive scant attention from disasters studies. These 
businesses operate in the context of market and public networks. A firm or productive unit will 
normally have intra-links (between firms) and inter-links (with final consumers) and will operate 
in an environment of economic conditions, government policy and business/government 
expectations (supra-links). A disaster can affect a productive unit directly via stock losses on
business capital and labour. But it can also affect this unit via flow effects derived from intermediate 
inputs availability, utility services disruption and of course the demand for its output. There then 
will be is a range of potential direct and indirect business losses, as shown in table below:

Range of Business Disaster Effects

All the points affecting demand and personal incomes are related to firms via loss of labour, 
productivity and ambience changes. Changes in consumption composition, away from non-
essential expenditure, and disconnection or loss of standard markets and suppliers are the 
incentive for demand shift and network switching. Therefore, fully unscathed firms, whether 
within or outside the disaster zone, would be the route for network shifts and disaster zone 
bypassing.

The demand can then be under a number of not necessarily independent effects:

(a) Income effect via loss of employment
(b) Substitution effect on demand towards essential goods and services
(c) Saving-debt effect from loss of housing and migration
(d) Switching effect from losses of standard markets and suppliers

To Emphasize: After disasters have destroyed and/or damage capital and income directly, there will 
be suppliers that cannot supply, as they lost their customers; demanders that cannot demand, as they 
lost their suppliers; and producers than cannot produce, as they lost their input providers. That is, 
(i) there will be indirectly affected market participants that cannot satisfy their needs, as they lost 
their regular supply, demand and/or credit flow channels, and (ii) there will be directly affected 
participants that cannot participate in the market anymore, as they lost their means of participation, 
i.e. capital, labour and/or income. Frustrated participants normally take themselves the initiative to 
look for alternative markets and early solutions to come out from their predicament, but this can be 
facilitated and orientated by public policy.

Business vulnerability and resilience depend on many factors, such as size, economic sector, 
type of good supply, diversification, intra business network, hazard insurance, own savings, 
ownership, disaster experience, political influence and flexible management. But it also 
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depends on the characteristics of the surrounding community and networks as well as 
population behavioural patterns, e.g. migration.    

General Network Bypassing: When local businesses are impaired or impeded to produce and supply 
largely non-affected demands, then given competitive market practices, non-affected businesses are 
likely to do so, taking advantage of the situation. And consumers and firms that need such goods 
are also likely to look for alternative sources, stimulating and complementing a network demand-
supply shift, which mutually reinforces each other. In this case, the directly affected firms are then 
likely to be bypassed at least in the short term, e.g. the Kobe port after the 1995 Japan earthquake 
in 1995, or Ground Zero business after the 2001 Twin Tower attack in New York, or New Orleans 
businesses after the 2005 Hurricane Katrina, or the bypassing of directly affected regions after the 
2010 Chile earthquake, and so on.

How Firms Fail: First, structural precautions to protect premises and capital are necessary to reduce 
losses to life and property, but not sufficient to help businesses survive. The latter is related to how 
businesses are related to each other and their customer base, i.e. business and consumer networks, 
including non-economic community networks. Second, most business don’t appear to fail 
immediately after the event. That is, the weakest firms are likely to fail right away, but for most of 
the others the survival and recovery will be a long trying struggle. That is, most losses do not to 
occur right after the disaster, but during the recovery phase via business interruptions, fall in 
demand for their output and loss of business value, which will affect their capacity to access credit. 
Third, the pre-disaster conditions of the firm and the new economic climate will have a strong 
bearing in their capacity to survive.

In addition, the managerial ability of firms is another important factor for recovery. Normally, 
business owners are greatly unprepared to face an abrupt change in business environment. So 
they may struggle for months, under the impression that the disaster is just a fluctuation and 
that things are going to get back as they were, before given up. But in each disaster area it seems 
that on average, even in the short term, businesses do recover.

It also known that a good deal of businesses, especially in developing countries, is mostly 
dependent on local markets with normally stable customer patterns. So these are likely to be 
more vulnerable and less resilient if their surroundings are affected by a disaster, even if they 
themselves are not badly affected directly.

What We Would Like to Know about Businesses: We need more focused information about 
business networks, normal network shifting, and network bypassing of both firms and households 
under stress. Standard surveys about destruction and needs should be re-structured and extended to 
include questions about key traits of networks, especially related to business behaviour. But to carry 
such studies would necessarily imply follow up surveys of disaster affected firms over a longer 
term, which would require appropriate funding and not least commitment, which is more likely to 
be secured with the cooperation of international organizations. The surveys should enquire about 
the above traits directly, first, at national levels and, then, be comparably collated at international 
levels. This effort would be policy useful and bound to help efficient recovery in a faster and less 
expensive way, helping in passing the development of networks and therefore development itself.
The book appendix sketches generally such surveys requirements.

New Income Flows and Network Shifting: New income flows are a different kind of income 
injection, as compared with income detracted from standard projects toward disaster recovery ones.  
First, statically, they do add to income and hopefully demand, which dynamically may create a 
stimulus for the local and national economy that was not present before the disaster event. So they 
do at least help compensate the macroeconomy for the potential indirect losses. Second, fresh flows 
in association with post-disaster network shifting may more than compensate the macroeconomy.
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To Clarify. Policy Induced Network Bypassing: In the aggregate model of Chapter IV, the effects of 
normal network shifting after disasters were implicit. But, there will always be a variable degree of 
potential network shifting that is not exercised endogenously because of lack of information, lack of 
access, lack of funding, lack of other incentives, and the like. So there will always be an available degree 
of potential network shifts, associated with the substitution potential (SP) of the situation, which could 
be stimulated by appropriate public policy. If this is so, then the compensatory replacement investment
(mentioned in the model of chapter IV) can be even smaller to achieve the same result, i.e. to keep GDP 
growth as if there were no disaster. That is, if say 10 percent of the total directly and indirectly affected 
businesses is policy induced to shift networks, other things being equal, then the effect of reconstruction 
investment would be 10 per cent stronger than without such shifts, and therefore the required 
reconstruction investment to keep the economy as if there were no disaster would be around 90 per cent 
of that without such shifts. Or alternatively, the same reconstruction investment will speed up economic 
recovery.      

Implications: The first implication of the above is that a country with better, or post-disaster-
created, information about possible market pairing (i.e. alternative networking), let alone public 
funding and policy to stimulate network shifts, will have a higher degree of bypassing by initially 
frustrated market participants than otherwise it would be. The second implication is that in countries 
with poor business networks, an important role for the state after disasters is to create networks and 
information so as to facilitate such demand and supply shifts following disasters. Frustrated 
customers (for final and intermediate input) will look for suppliers and supplies in alternative 
markets, while frustrated suppliers will look for customers in alternative markets. The two may 
coincide in a good extent, making the exercise more efficient and prompt. The government can play 
a useful role as facilitator and matchmaker, as kind of broker for information, as well as provide 
infrastructure, organization and funding for the purpose.

The only case in which this may not be justified is if the disaster zone, especially its business 
base, can be brought back to effective functionality fast enough, without creating anti-systemic 
dependencies. If that is not available and bypassing is not encouraged, then the zone risks start 
living of hand-outs, discouraging proper business and in passing local economic and social 
development. In addition, this may also prevent the dynamics of the more-than-compensatory 
network shifting vis-à-vis fresh income flows. So in most real cases, a balance has to be struck 
between preventing the rundown of the disaster zone by market desertion and encouraging 
national income recovery. Or at least securing some kind of market redress once the in-zone 
business recovery is well under way. 

To Summarize: if a firm loses their customers and is fully bypassed, then other things being equal 
macroeconomic income will be the same as before the disaster. All that has happened is a 
redistribution of income/output generation. In addition, if the negatively affected firm can manage 
to bring back the same customer base after reconstruction, then the macroeconomic income can be 
larger than before the disaster on account of reconstruction expenditure, assuming that this is done 
with fresh income flows. So in virtue of network shifting via demand and supply linking jumps, the 
macroeconomy will not be negatively affected and can be positively affected, when riding on fresh 
reconstruction recovery income flows. In addition, response investment multipliers might be 
stronger than investment multipliers from both detracted projects and from the direct stock loss to 
a disaster, making the positive effects of reconstruction investment and network shifting stronger 
on output and general GDP. This implies that although flow interruptions can be heavy in the 
disaster zone, and more particularly for the directly affected private and public productive firms, 
the macroeconomy would unlikely endure significant fluctuations after disasters. The avoidance of 
serious discontinuities, by keeping the economic flows with little hindrance, is tantamount to a 
system with healthy endogeneity. In other words, this is a system in which functionality is not 
heavily affected, so societal resilience, both endogenous and exogenous, will help bring the system 
back to normality. 
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A Desirable Network Context after Disasters: If disasters don't appear to have a negative effect on 
macroeconomic functionality, what could the specific reasons for such a result be? A desirable 
systemic context for indirect effects not to have negative consequences would then be if:

(a) each household and firm face a wide network of possible markets for both their demands and 
supplies (domestic and foreign),

(b) each household and firm are reasonably informed about such network by the market and society 
themselves, but especially as part of the public response,

(c) household's and firm's switching to any alternative market in the network is not particularly 
onerous, which again can be due to development, but especially to public support, and

(d) some credit and/or cash support as well as remittances are readily available and properly 
channelled, which is again an important role for the public sector, then it would be less likely 
that indirect disaster effects can significantly spread over the economy. 

If in addition, public sector information and facilitation for new investment opportunities associated 
with reconstruction are prompt and expedite, including owner-based reconstruction, then there will 
be little support for the existence of important indirect effects in the medium term, let alone in the 
longer term. Foreign response can support all these conditions with funding, information and 
technical advice, which may speed up the outweighing of indirect effects, let alone their 
counteraction. Although by design or default public policy normally gives some support to the 
above requirements, this is nonetheless a fertile ground for ex-ante and ex-post well-designed 
policy.

In Sum: The networked characteristics of the country and their affected businesses, communities and 
people will greatly determine the duration and depth of disaster effects. As a general rule, the higher 
the economic localization (i.e. the more economically confined the direct effects), the less developed 
the networking required to achieve a given level of resilience (systemic capacity to counteract the 
indirect effects of a disaster), and therefore to secure stable societal functionality. In addition, if public 
policy can help network shifts, then for each level of localization, there will be a more effective 
networking activity. In other words, for each level of networking, public policy will make the disaster 
more localized and therefore economic and social recovery more expedite and less costly.
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Conclusions (pp.157-166)

1. Standard Disaster Studies: it is highly unlikely that quantitative methods will settle the issues 
about the importance of negative indirect effects on the economy in the medium to long run, let 
alone the issue of cumulative effects. They carry inbuilt insufficiencies for dealing with natural 
disasters, which are associated with data quality, technique ability and theoretical interpretation. 
These characteristics produce strong assumption-compound conclusions of dubious and/or 
misleading understanding and policy use. 

2. General Framework: given that disasters represent discontinuities and fast substitutions in a 
networked societal environment, then an argumentation founded in a political economy 
framework may help advance knowledge and policy with more propriety. Within it, well-
focused quantitative studies may make more sense. We set up such a framework by means of 
the concepts of economic localization, substitution potential, societal functionality, network 
shifting, local/national tension, endogenous/exogenous responses tension, and the necessary 
distinctions between catastrophe and disaster as well as isolation and insulation so as to 
develop and analyze a disaster situation on the basis of societal networks.

3. General Societal Context: as a general conclusion from our argumentation, we suggest that 
natural disaster effects, contrary to socially (or “man-”) made ones, are as a rule exogenous to 
the institutional workings of a system, which is the main reason why long-term, or for that 
matter cumulative, effects are unlikely to happen. That is, in the overwhelming majority of 
natural disasters societal functionality is not impaired, whether they are economically localized
or otherwise, except and arguably in the very short term. In the aftermath of disasters, while 
local reactions to local damage are normally forthcoming, society as an institutional interacting
whole tends to insulate against the spread of local failures, compensating indirect and hence 
longer term effects. This may cause unnecessary local disenfranchising, which is what we call 
the local/national tension, while the exogenous responses may unnecessarily suffocate 
endogenous reactions, which is what we call the endogenous/exogenous tension. A difficult 
balance should be sought by public policy after disasters. 

4. Analytical Argumentations: by means of argumentations based upon both an aggregate macro
model and a dis-aggregate input-output framework, we showed how economic networking can 
help explain why institutional functionality is likely to render indirect (flow) effects 
unimportant for the economy as a whole. We also emphasize that in the absence of significant 
negative indirect effects, longer term disaster effects for economy and society as a whole are 
highly unlikely to exist. We differentiated interrelationships into “supra-networks”, “intra-
networks” and “inter-networks”, indicating that all of them interact with each other in an 
institutional or political economy context. We showed here how endogenous responses via 
buffer stocks, prices and network shifting can prevent negative disaster flow effects to spread 
over the economy, which associated with standard exogenous (public and foreign) responses
may render unwarranted the claim that indirect effects are important for the economy in the 
medium and the longer term, but also often in the short term. This emphasizes the importance
of approaching response policy in the context of networks.

5. Required Statistics: as regards our argumentation based on input–output networks, we called 
attention to the need to count with regional and sectoral statistics to anticipate the importance 
of the economic effects of large disasters via the concepts of economic localization and
substitution potential. We analyzed two cases of large disasters where some statistics were 
available for the task: the 2004 Indonesia tsunami and the 2010 Chile earthquake. We showed 
that it could have been anticipated, as it was from some sources, that it was highly unlikely that 
the disasters were to cause national negative economic effects of importance, especially in the 
medium, let alone the long, term. In our two examples, we showed that Indonesia and Chile 
more than substituted their potential negative flow effects over the first few months, ending up 
with a higher than expected GDP growth rate a year later. There were no important functionality 
losses, and both countries were growing strongly only a few months after the disaster. A good 
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deal of this good result was due to exogenous responses, but the central role of endogenous 
market and non-market responses cannot be underestimated.

6. Exogenous-Endogenous Consistency: inbuilt reactions from businesses and communities are 
of paramount importance. The failure of exogenous responses, whether domestic or foreign, to 
tap into them is bound to lead not only to short-term wastage and a catalogue of unnecessary 
insufficiencies, as shown in the case of the 2004 Asian tsunami, but also to long-term wasted 
opportunities for securing a recovery in terms of systemic consistency, functionality and hence 
development. We express the need that exogenous responses be in tune with the endogenous
reactions of people and markets, with a view of securing a systemically consistent recovery. In 
such a context, we analytically presented the cases of cash transfers and in-kind aid, remittances 
and its infrastructure, shelter provision and migration, insurance and loans, and general 
systemic public policy. The aim was to show the importance of learning about people’s 
reactions in disaster situations for public policy, and in passing to show that networks and 
endogenous reactions are ubiquitous at all levels of societal action.

7. Public Policy on Networks: after a disaster impact, there will be disaster unscathed market 
participants that cannot satisfy their needs, as they lost their regular sources, and there will also 
be directly affected participants that can no longer participate in the market, as they lost their 
means of participation. An important role for ex-ante and ex-post public response will be to 
facilitate the contact between frustrated economic participants and new or existing economic 
networks as well as speeding up the recovery of directly affected participants to prevent their 
market disenfranchising (via incentives and disincentives associated with information, 
administrative links, specific funding and the like). We showed that in the presence of networks, 
if public policy can stimulate, speed up and orientate the network shifting of affected economic 
participants, then recovery would be faster and more developmentally efficient, as the 
additional investment over normal investment-to-GDP, which is required to keep the economy 
as if there were no disaster, is likely to be even smaller than it would otherwise be.

8. Enhanced Surveys: standard surveys that are carried out after disasters, by especially the
government to assess damage and needs, normally focus more on infrastructures and housing 
than on businesses. The latter have normally been studied for developed countries, but more in 
terms of isolated units than in terms of their networked existence and interdependencies with 
other firms, customers, the government and the community where they belong. We propose that 
standard surveys should be complemented with enquiries about networks and networked 
behaviour of affected businesses. This should be done with a common methodology, which we 
generally set up in our book Appendix. This implies an important role for international
organizations, which should also usefully collate such surveys.

9. General Conclusion: given a level of disaster localization, for countries that enjoy a well-
developed networking, focused policy incentives might be enough for recovery. Contrariwise, 
when countries have very underdeveloped network linkages, the role of public policy should 
be to help put together otherwise isolated activities and households by creating linkages, e.g. 
via marketing infrastructures, pecuniary incentives, information and the like. In the case of 
intermediate network development, i.e. too weak to prevent endogenously the spreading of 
shocks, the affected localities may tend to fragment, so public and foreign policy should 
primarily aim at reinforcing such initial linkages, physically and/or institutionally.

10. Living Networked System: The main reason why disasters don’t have longer, let alone 
cumulative, effects of note on the economy is because society is a living networked system with 
permanent functionality and feedbacks associated with inbuilt reactions from horizontal 
relationships as well as exogenous and endogenized routine responses from vertical linkages.
After disasters, network shifting and reactions, by businesses and people, can in addition be 
systemically stimulated by public and foreign policy so that the recovery becomes faster, less 
costly and developmentally useful.
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